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LAVANYA SANKARAN’S PRIYAMVADA CAUGHT BETWEEN TWO IDENTITIES 
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Professor of English, NRI Institute of Technology 

Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh, India 
 

Abstract 
The quest for identity seems to be an utmost important theme in all the women writers of the world as they have come out to 

identify themselves as equal members of patriarchal society. As the voice of woman longing for an identity, one is aware that in 
almost all cultures and civilizations, woman is at the center of life with her creative wisdom and myriad forms for her female angst. 
She has experiences of being patronized, bypassed and ignored. Her feminine psyche has to cope with the pain, rather than privilege, 
of performing different roles in a male-dominated society.  

A woman is born to be free but she is persecuted and cowed down in patriarchal families. Women who form half part of the 
world’s population are not treated on par with men in all walks of the society. Throughout the world, historically, women have had 
fewer legal rights and career opportunities than men. They were termed to be wives and mothers. Woman is bound within the norms 
that are laid by the society and subsequently leads a miserable life as she is not born to either affluence or position. She has to bend to 
the norms and conditions dictated by the men within the family unit and in the society. Women were not allowed to own property. The 
lower-middle class women were often forced into prostitution or industrial jobs for survival.  They are oppressed, suppressed and 
marginalized in the matter of sharing the opportunities available. 

This article deals with the quest for identity in the character of Priyamvada in Lavanya Sankaran’s the Red Carpet (2005). 
She aims at securing a protective identity of individuality, freedom and independence from her father’s perspectives and colour-based 
discrimination in the USA. 

 
Keywords: Identity Crisis, Freedom from Patriarchy, Discrimination, Embracing Western Culture, Love for Indian Rituals.  

 
The women writers are conscious of contemporary issues blended with troubling past memories, expectation of better and 

blissful future attempt to present balanced views on both society and family. The themes of new woman writing are resistant in nature 
supporting the voiceless in a patriarchal domination. Women writers started voicing out their cries, agonies, subjugation to slavery.  
Women are now not what they used to be.  Now that the times have changed and education has crept into the lives of women.  Writing 
by women has given a new dimension to the Indian literature. The novels of Indian English women writers consist of the latest 
burning issues related with women as well as those issues that have existed in the society since long. One remembers Dorothy Parker’s 
poem. 

 
In youth, it was a way I had, to do my best to please. 
And change, with every passing lad, To suit his  
theories. But now I know the things I know, And do  
the things I do, And if you do not like me so, To hell,  
my love, with you.  

 
Lavanya Sankaran has joined the galaxy of women writers as voice for the voiceless. She proves her mettle with her works 

The Red Carpet (2005), The Hope Factory (2013). Her writing style has been compared to Charles Dickens by the British press. 
Lavanya’s writing has won several awards, including Barnes and Noble Discover new Writers, and poets and writers’ Best First 
Fiction Award 

 
 All her characters reveal her passion for identity.  Her writing remains a living example and her characters move around one 
sometimes making him/her be part of those characters.   Her sense of social awareness is clearly seen through her character portrayal. 
John Dalton author of Heaven Lake observes Lavanya Sankaran writings as Throughout these fine, articulate stories, Lavanya 
Sankaran brings to life the new and old social worlds of Bangalore. More importantly, she uses the quiet dignity of her characters… 
 

One is aware that Patriarchal traditions of India have kept feminism from becoming a widely apprehended phenomenon. 
Lavanya Sankanran seems to be a representative of the suffering women. She becomes a voice to liberate women from their enclosed 
space so that they redefine their secular identity and realize their claims and rights.  Lavanya Sankaran, the author believes that 
individuals i.e women should be free to develop their own talents and pursue their own interests. Lavanya Sankaran sees gender 
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inequalities as rooted in the attitudes of the social and cultural institutions. She does not see women's equality as requiring to 
reorganize the society, but she seeks to expand the rights and opportunities of women. 

 
   Lavanya Sankaran, the contemporary writer has her finger on an inner urge of women in establishing an identity for their 

individuality. She sees no improvement in the situation of women even in the modern Indian society. Hence, she feels responsible to 
take up the unimproved status of women and show the world that women still need to be freed from the clutches of patriarchy. 

 
One comes to know the protagonist, Priyamvada in the story ALPHABET SOUP whose father moved his family from India 

to America when she was a baby, and for the eighteen years of her life Priya had somehow blamed herself for being brown in a 
country where the popular icons were all Pale-Shades-of Pink.  She experiences colour -based discrimination in her university. As she 
grows up, she does not like to harp on the idea to be assimilated into the local culture. For her ‘Assimilation is a betrayal of skin (AS 
103). She tries to explain it to her father. His idea was to work hard and earn money in America.  

 
 Here one comes to know that Priyamvada’s family is Tamil Brahmin. They are known for very strict rules and rituals. Once 

they have got used to American life style her father and mother slowly have brushed aside all their traditions. Whereas this young 
Priyamvada is symbolic emblem of Indian culture, especially that of South Indian Brahmin. She would always differ from her father’s 
opinion blaming him for shifting to America leaving their rich culture. She would argue with her father. 

 
 You’re always focusing on material comforts, ignoring everything 
else. Here in America, nice stores treat whites better, ……….. there 
is a sense of pride about their own history,a refusal to cater to 
Eurocentric notions of the world, a joy that comes from being 
perfectly centered  culturally. (AS: 104) 

 
 One remembers Jumpa Lahiri’s the Namesake (2003) where the parents are the representatives of their home land. Whereas 
Priyamvada becomes a representative of her home land, India. Her parents settle down in America as a choice rather a better choice 
for earning more money.  Like Lahiri’s character Gogol Ganguly, Priyamvada experiences discrimination in America. 
 
 One may come across Jumpa Lahiri’s diasporic view. The Interpreter of Maladies (1999) brings to the forefront many 
complex issues with identity confronted by the Diaspora community.  Lavanya Sankaran goes along with Jumpa Lahiri in portraying 
the colour, race and culturally based discrimination which is prevalent in America.  
 

 Priyamvada is upset with her color-based treatment. She is proud of her colour and culture. She always appreciates India.  
She gets upset with her colour discrimination in the land of the Whites.  The thought of becoming a lesbian enters into her mind 
because at least lesbians have an identity in America. But she is brown in colour, she faces colour-based treatment from her counter-
parts in her university. One understands how she feels to be identified with her culture and colour. She once says to her mother; 

 
The idea fested in her brain as she returned to college, and 
 to the  arms of her boyfriend Eric…I do wish 
though Priya  had once wistfully to her mother during a 
 dinner at home,  that I were a lesbian. To be 
officially oppressed by gender,  skin and sexuality
 would be no ordinary distinction. (106) 

 
 Here one recalls Amrita who harps on the idea of lesbianism in Shobha De’s Strange Obsession (1992).  Priyamvada really 
enjoys the cultural rituals like poonal ceremony, dhothi, vesti, threads around their necks. Cleanness while eating and brahminical 
knowledge was a great surprise for her. Mr. Iyer said about Brahmnical tradition. 
 
 On other hand Priya does not want to show her American style. She tries to be modest in her dress style.  She wants be a 
Dalit. She wants to identify herself with a Dalit because Dalit is not a caste. It is a symbol of change and revolution.   
     
  The protagonist, Priyamvada in AS wonders why the people belonging to the so-called high caste Brahmins turning 
westernized life style as they have their own traditional, spiritual, holistic and disciplined life. One understands this from the words of 
Mr. Iyer 
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And in Anasuya ‘s generation, sorry to say, even less. Clean   
practices they are, holistic, and very important to a spiritual life,   
impractical to maintain nowadays, one travels so much, eats out   
in restaurants and what- not. (AS 121) 

   
Despite the disturbances, Priyamvada does not allow herself to be carried away from her decision of keeping herself strong in 

her proving identity. This is a character of Lavanya Sankaran believing in her tradition and system. For priya her quest for identity as 
traditional Indian remains as strong as her ideology. Her father keeps her ideology inferior to his idea of choice. For Priyamvada, 
choice should be made and kept all along one’s life. She does not allow the patriarchal influence in her identity.  She keeps her 
intention intact. She wishes to be identified as an individual and not based on the colour, race, caste or creed. She enjoys the thought 
of being an individual Indian. She fights and stands against the patriarchal society. 

 
  Priyamvada represents modern women who, even though live in a foreign soil can’t forget the roots of their origins. 
She also represents women who, despite patriarchal domination still remain strong in what they believe. It is a positive sign that 
women are no longer puppets in the hands of patriarchal influence. A strong feeling of remaining independent prevails over her 
character.  
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